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ABSTRACT

Statistical Decision Theory is applied to assessing objectively the uncertainzy

involved in foreign policy decisions. In an international conflict of interest situation, a

protagonist is presented with the problem of estimating what course of action an

antagonist is going to pursue. This problem is addressed by taking observations of the

antagcnist's behavior. These observations are interpreted as being associated with a

specific course of action. Bayes formula is then used to update a conjectured a priori

probability function to estimate the course of action being pursued by the antagonist.

This updated (a posteriori) conditional probability function is then used to develop a

decision rule to select an appropriate response. The decision rule is based on an

ordering of possible outcomes, the values assigned to those outcomes, and greatest

expectd value of return.
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I. INTRODUCTION

This thesis models foreign policy decisions using a 2 x 2 decision under risk

matrix with interval scaled payoffs. The general application concerns two nations with

a conflict of interest situation existing between them. Conflict of interest situations will

continue to arise as a result of the ideological differences that exist in the world today.

These are part of the overall East vs. West protracted conflict as characterized by

Strause-Hupe, Kintner, Dougherty and Cottrell in their book Protracted Conflict. "The

United States in this atmosphere will be repeatedly confronted with the enigma of

making a decision in the face of uncertainty." [Ref. I] Foreign policy decisions involve

deciding what course of action is the most appropriate, given the evidence at hand. The

courses of action available could be considered either peaceful or aggressive actions.

The evidence at hand could be the behaviors the antagonist is presenting exhibiting. Are

his actions peaceful in the present situation or are they aggressie?

A conflict of interest situation involving the United States and the Soviet Union

could be considered as a simple 2 x 2 decision under risk matrix, where the United

States, considered as the decision maker, would choose one of two alternatives

(peaceful or aggressive action). The Soviet Union could be considered to have these

same two courses of action open to it. For the purposes of this thesis, all actions are

considered to be one of these two alternatives.

A. CATEGORIZING PEACEFUL OR AGGRESSIVE ACTIONS

Grouping the alternative courses of action into the appropriate category of

peaceful or aggressive should be a fairly easy task. For example, during the Berlin

crisis, troop and combat aircraft buildups in the vicinity of Berlin by the Soviet Union

might be interpreted by the United States as the U.S.S.R. pursuing a hot-war

(aggressive) course of action. On the other hand, the U.S.S.R.'s permitting American

aircraft the use of prescribed air corridors while in-flight to Berlin might be interpreted

to mean that the U.S.S.R. is pursuing a cod-war (peaceful) course of action.

Historical examples of exercising a hot-war course of action by the United States

:Mrieht include:

* the landing and liberation of Grenada by U.S. Armed Forces,

* the sending of Marines into Lebanon.

• and the Libyan bombings.

S



Examples of Cold-war alternatives might include:
* the banning of trade with China after the Communist takeover,

* the SALT Talks,

* and any passive act including the withdrawal of military forces or military aid.

B. A DECISION UNDER RISK
Two elements in the structure of a decision are the set of alternatives available to

the decision maker and a set of factors (over which he has no control) influencing the

decision outcome. These latter elements are called futures or future states of nature. A

decision under certainty is one in which we assume that one and only one future state

will occur. A decision under uncertainty is one in which we are unable to estimate the

probabilities of these events. A decision under risk is one in which we can estimate the

probabilities of these future states and more than one of them is greater than zero.
[Ref. 21 The relative payoffs fbr different outcomes in this 2 x 2 decision under risk

matrix are not the same for the United States and the Soviet Union. Therefore, this
situation cannot be viewed as a two-person zero-sum game. However, the conflict of

interest situation could be viewed as a statistical decision problem if the frequency of
employment of peaceful (or aggressive) actions by the Soviet Union was regarded as a

random state of nature. If the proportion of actions that are peaceful by the U.S.S.R.

could be described probabilistically and the advisors in the State Department and -he
Joint Chiefs of Staff could estimate that distribution, then a good or reasonable

estimate could provide the President with a statistical foundation for making a

decision. The decision maker, in order to reduce the risks of selecting alternatives.

would like to know what proportion of actions by the Soviet Union are peaceful.

Thac decision chosen for a course of action by the United States could be

detern'Uned using a decision rule that depended in part the probability distribution that
was Used to describe the Soviet Union's (or any antagonist's) past behavior. This

probability distribution might initially be a subjective one, with which the United

States (or any protagonist) conjectured as to best describing the antagonist's behavior.

T-his prcbability distribution is known as an a priori probability distribution.

C. A PRIORI TO A POSTERIORI PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION

A:, er the establishment of the a priori probability distribution, the advisors could
obsere t>.e conduct of the antagonist and interpret specific events as associated with

one of th e two possible courses of action. These observations may then be used to



update the previously conjectured probability distribution. Bayes Theorem provides a

method for updating the a priori probability distribution. In general terms, Bayes

Theorem uses an a priori probability function and derives an a posteriori probability

function given the sample values of a random variable. After the sample values are

known, the a posteriori probability function summarizes the a priori and sample

information about the proportion of actions, by the antagonist, that are peaceful.

Bayes Theorem. thus, improves the assessment of the uncertainty as to which

conjectured course of action the antagonist is pursuing. The changed probabilities are

known as a posteriori probabilities. These become the present estimates, by the

protagonist, of the probabilities that the antagonist is using one or the other specific

course of action. These a posteriori probabilities then become the a priori probabilities

in further estimates of the antagonist's behavior.

D. DECISION RULES FOR THE PROTAGONIST

Once an a posteriori probability distribution has been established, statistical

decision theory may then be used to choose objectively an appropriate alternative

through the use of a decision rule that is based on the matrix payoffs and greatest

expected value of return. This decision rule will assist the decision maker as to which

strategy to pursue given any past history of the antagonist's behavior.

The particular ordering of outcomes in terms of preferences selected and the

values that the protagonist assigns to these outcomes is an important step in the use of
.%~

this model. As wiil be seen later in the general development of the decision rule, this r

process can be the sole determining factor by which the model proposed here will

indicate an aggressive or a peaceful action be taken by the protagonist.

The model in this thesis asks a decision maker to choose an ordering, from the

most desirable to the least desirable, of four possible outcomes which show how each

course of action for the protagonist (the matrix rows) combines with a course of action

for the antagonist (the matrix columns) into four possible outcomes. Then it asks him
to quantify, on an interval scale, the desirability of two of these outcomes relative to

two szandards. Next, a judgement is required stating which of many conjectured a
priori probability distributions he believes is the best description of the antagonist's

behavior. Based on the a priori distribution and observation of actual antagonist

behavior an updated a posreriori probabilitv distribution is established. Given the a

7,osh'rbori probability distribution. which wil not be the same for different occurrences

of antagonist behavior, a decision rule is derived based on greatest expected value of

return.

10
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E. THESIS OUTLINE

Theory and general model development will occur over the next five chapters.

Chapter 11 will discuss the specific categorizations of actions. It will show how these

actions are combined into outcomes (or states) in what will be called a conflict

situation matrix. Chapter II will also include an explanation of the ranking and

quantification of these outcomes. Chapter III will discuss the optimal solutions to the

decision problem represented by the conflict situation matrix. Chapter IV will show

how to estimate the antagonist's behavior using a conjectured a priori probability

distribution and Bayes Theorem. Chapters V and VI will show the difference between
using2 a discrete or a continuous a priori probability distribution and the decision rules

that result. Chapter VII contains specific examples. Chapter VIII contains concluding

remarks. We turn now to a discussion of the general two alternative, two states cf

nature conflict situation matrix that is the basis for the model in this thesis.

.
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II. CONFLICT SITUATION MATRIX 0-

This chapter begins with a definition of the two alternative courses of action

available to the protagonist and the antagonist. We will see how these strategies result

in four possible outcomes or states, in a conflict situation matrix, to which the decision

maker assigns utility values. This chapter will conclude with a discussion of how these

assigned utility values relate to each other on an interval scale.

A. ALTERNATIVE COURSES OF ACTION
Imagine a situation Involving a conflict of interests between two nationsp

designated as the protagonist (P) and the antagonist (A). The protagonist will be the

nation making the decision in the face of uncertainty. The protagonist has a set of two

possible courses of action that it can pursue. The set of possible courses of action for

the antagonist also consists of two different actions. These courses of action are

denoted as Pc or Ph for the protagonist, and Ac or Ah for the antagonist. Let the

courses of action for the nations involved have the following meaning:
C?.

PC " cold war. non-aggressive or peaceful action,

Ph - hot war, aggressive or violent action,

Ac - cold war, non-aggressive or peaceful action.

Ah - hot war, aggressive or violent action.
It

The four possible situations which can then occur as the nations involved exercise their

options may be denoted as:

(PcAc), (Pc.Ah), (Ph,Ac) and (PhAh).

The pair (Pc.Ac) describes the condition of both nations pursuing peaceful actionstowards each other. The pair (Pc..h denotes the protagonist displaying either peaceful

or non-vioient actions towards the a2ressor while the antagonist is displaxing

:,grcssive or hot-war like actions. The pair Ph.Ac) is the reverse of the previous

situation and (Ph..\h) Is both nations acting hot--war like or dispavin aggressive

12I



actions towards each other. These two alternative courses of action for both the

protagonist and the antagonist could be represented as a 2 x 2 matrix. The two

columns are the two possible behaviors the antagonist can exhibit, and the two rows

would be the two alternative courses of action available to the protagonist. The four

cells of this matrix are the four outcomes that can occur. A generalized representation

of this conflict situation matrix is shown in Figure 2.1.

P a

Figure 2.1 Conflict Situation Matrix.

B. RANKING OF OUTCOMES

A decision maker must select an alternaive act, course of action or strategv from

a recc-nized set of decision aiterna:ives. The connection between decisions and

rankings of outcomes (or preferenccs) in any decision scenario is made by assurrng

that preferences are the driving force behind decision choices. That is, it is assumed a

decision maker would rather impiement a course of action that led to a more preferred

outcome over one that led to a less preferred outcome. (Ref. 31

13
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Suppose for a moment that the preferences chosen, by the protagonist. for the

four possible outcomes are represented as

V(Pc,Ac > V(PhAc) > V(Ph.Ah) > V(Pc.Ah),

with the meaning that the situation to the left of the symbol " > " is preferred. by the

protagonist, to the situation to the right of the symbol. and the notation, V( ), is the

value of that outcome. These and all orderings of outcomes, by the protagonist, shall

be subject to the general requirements of utility theory in that they are transitive. That

is, if A > B and B > C then A > C or if the protagonist is indifferent between A and

B and is indifferent between B and C then he is indifferent between A and C. This

establishes the notion of coherence in decision theory or transitivity in the laws of

mathematics. [Ref. 4: p. 741

Notice that rankings, other than the one suggested above, could occur. There

may be situations, in the eves of the decision maker, where being at war while his

antagonist is not, (PhAc), is preferred to both being at peace, (Pc,Ac), so that

ViPhAc ) is greater than V(PcAc). Another possibility may arise in the case of a

political decision maker looking for justification of aggressive maneuvers against a less

capable antagonist. He might prefer the antagonist to take aggressive actions towards

him first. ;Pc.Ah) -. to all other outcomes, thus Justifying a preference of (Ph.Ah), to all

other outcomes later on.

C. UTILITY VALUES FOR THE OUTCOMES

Once an ordering of possible outcomes or preferences has been selected, a

quantification of those outcomes needs to be determined by the protagonist in order to

work within the framework of this model. As described in Fundamentals of Decision

.4nalvsis by Irving H. LaValle, [Ref. 4: p. 72] utility values assigned reflect the relative

desirabilities of the possible outcomes. A generalized utility value assignment of the

outcomes in this model might be indicated as follows:

V(PcA c) A 1.0
C, c

V(P = - 1.0
.h  = a

V( P!z, b.

1.4
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Note that this utility scale uses two specific outcomes as references, whereas the usual
procedure assigns the value of zero to the least preferred outcome and a value of one

to the most preferred outcome. The two representations are merely linear
-ransformations of each other and are equivalent in information content. [Ref. 5] The

mcaning of the value of -4- 1.0 attached to V(Pc.Ac) is a standard of preference for a

desirable situation -- both nations at peace. The value of - 1.0 attached to V(Ph is

a standard of preference for an undesirable situation -- both nations at war. In the
example considered in the previous section a has a value less than - 1.0 and b has a
value less than + 1.0 and greater than - 1.0. More succinctly, for this example of

pre-er.nces:

V(PcA c ) > V(Ph.A c ) > V(P h.Ah) > V(Pc.Ah), .

or

-+ 1.0 > b > -1.0 > a.

The assignment of reference values to the outcomes (Pc,Ac) and (PhAh) of 1.0 and
1.0 forces the V(Pc.Ac) to al;w'a-s be greater than V(Ph.Ah) in this model. This

modeling restriction allows 12 possible orderings of outcomes. Which ordering of

outcomes the protagonist selects will ultimately affect the alternative course of action

lhe should pursue to gain his greatest expected value of return. The utility values a and

b can be any arbitrary real numbers for the situations (PcAh) and (Ph.Ac). Each

numerical value is the Utiliry to the protagonist of each possible situation. A
generalized matrix representation of the conflict situation with associated utility values

assigned by the protagonist would appear as previously illustrated in Figure 2. 1.J,

D. INTERVAL SCALING

The utility values of the conflict situation matrix are on an interval scale. Intervai

scales have no natural origin. There is a zero point on this scale but it is a de,%.zed

point, while a natural origin would indicate the absence of the property hcing 2
measured. [Ref. 61 If Vi is the utility value of ith outcome, then transformations of the
type Y = -n(V) - c (linear with a positive slope) are allowed. Due to the lack of a

natural origin on the interval scale, one % ala'e of V. cannot be said to be a proportion

of another value on that scale. When usine interval scales, one may only speak of
relative d.',erences. For example. *he decsicn maker would, after quantilication. wa"nt

% I



to be able to say that he believes that one outcome, relative to the worst outcome is p

times as good as another outcome relative to the worse. In other words, if Vi is the

value for outcomes i 1,2,3 or - and V1 > V, > V > V* It could then be stated

that:

1 4

V -

2 4

This would imply that the difference between outcomes V1 and V4 is p times as good
as the difference between outcomes V, and V. This is the basic inormation contained"

in an interval scale.

In this chapter we have introduced the conflict situation matrix (Figure 2.1)

showing the possible courses of actions available, their resulting outcomes and the

concept of utility values associated with these outcomes. The utility values assigned are

rated on an interval scale relative to two standards of preference. In Chapter III we

will discuss the optimal solutions to the conflict situation matrix using dominance and

greatest expected value of return when the decision is made with knowledge about the

proportion of antagonist actions that are peaceful.

5'-
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III. OPTIMAL SOLUTIONS WITH CERTAINTY ABOUT THE
PROPORTION OF ANTAGONIST ACTIONS THAT ARE PEACEFUL

The uncertaintv in any decision making process may usually be expressed by

saying that we do not know what event will occur on some future occasion, where

events are defined as subsets of a sample space. [Ref. 71

--5

Pr +1Ca
Phb: "

b I 4=

Fig~ure 3.1 Conflict Si.,uarion Matrkx Under Risk.

In tits model. the sample space is the set of values allowed, for the proportion of

antagonist actions that are peaceful. An event about which we are informed. as to,"

whecther it will occur or not, is called a ce~riain event, Otherwise, it is referred to as an '
uncertain event. RcF. 8: p. S)
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In this chapter we look first at the case where the decision maker is certain about

the proportion of actions by the antagonist that are peaceful. In particular we define 0

as the proportion of actions by the antagonist that are peaceful. Since the decision

maker is certain as to the value of 8, this implies Pr(O = O) = 1.0, where 0 is a

realization of the random variable 0. In the notation used here. Ac denotes a peaceful

(cold-war) act and Ah (its complement) denotes an aggressive (hot-war) act. The

proportion of actions that are not peaceful is (I -0). since Ah is the only other act that

can occur. The conflict situation matrix tinder risk is shown in Figure 3.1.

A. DOMINANCE

From the decision matrix it is clear that if a is greater than or equal to - 1.0. and

b is less than or equal to + 1.0, then the decision maker will find Pc optimal by

dominance regardless of the value of 0. Similarly. when b is greater than or equal to

- 1.0, and a is less than or equal to - 1.0. Ph will be optimal, regardless of the value of

0. In each case he will be indifferent when the equalities hold, again, regardless of the

value of 0. Regions when the values of a and b lead to dominance are seen in the

shaded regions in Figure 3.2.

Considering that the conflict situation matrix in this model sets the utility values

of outcomes (Ph,Ah) and (Pc,Ac) equal to - 1.0 and + 1.0 respectively, we find that

there are 12 possible ordering of preferences. Five of these orderings are

1) V(PcAc) - V(Ph.Ac) - V(Pc.Ah) > V(Ph.Ah)

or

4-1.0 > b > a > - 1.0.

2) V(Pc,Ah) 2t V(Pc,Ac) > V(Ph.Ah) - V(Ph.Ac)

or

a t +1.0 > - 1.0 > b,

3) V(Pc,Ac5 a V(Pc.A ) 
> " PhAc) V(Ph.Ah)

U-,

or

o-.0 > a > b > -1.0,

4) V(Pc.A ) > VPc..h') 2t V (Ph,Ah ) a VPh,.c) ,

or

4- 1.0 > a Z - .0 > b, ""

k ,
w
-

i k'U

i"
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Dominated8=5

PP

2 3 4

Figure 3.2 Graph of Decision Rule Equation with Domnance Reg-ons.

a 2: i-1.0 a b a -1.0.

c> prcfcrcenc-z pazierns all ha\ve

b S 1.0 and a - 1.0.

Thev a!: wir. .-Ini ernative 1) optimal Jo~cnunance.

Oril% one of the remaining seven prcference selections also exh,-ibits the

haa~rsi of dominance. This part'.cullar ordering of outcomes is domiunated b , an

v v IPU
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aggressive response, alternative Ph for the protagonist. This preference pattern is

6) V(Ph,Ac) 2t V(Pc.Ac) > V(Ph,Ah) a V(PcAh)

or

b a + I > -I > a,

and always has

b 2 + 1.0 and a < - 1.0.

This preference choice is where the decision maker would prefer 1) acting hot-war like

while his antagonist was not, to 2) peaceful conditions which would be preferred, to 3)

total war which would be preferred, to 4) being peaceful while the antagonist acted

aggressively. In this case the decision maker would always find Ph optimal by

doninance.

How is the protagonist to decide, when there is no dominance, what course of

action is most advantageous to himself, given that the value of 0 is a certainv? One

basis of choice he might use is to select the alternative that gives him the greatest

expected value of return.

B. EXPECTED VALUE AS A BASIS FOR CHOICE

The expected value from the conflict situation matrix for alternatives P is
c

0 + a(l - 0)

and for alternative Ph' is

',

The decision maker would need only select the alternative with the highest expected
value, that is, whichever of the two quantities above is the maximum. Since the values

from the conflict situation are utilitv values, the protagonist would be selecting the

alternative with the highest expected util: ,.

A decision rule, for the options presented in this matrix, can be defined as the

as7ni:ment of a particular course of' ic::n :cr any, value of 0. remembenng that 0 is

%-')



the proportion of actions by the antagonist that are peaceful. We can create such a

decision rule by setting the two possible decisions' expected value quantities equal to

each other. We find, after simplifying and rearranging, that we have the following

linear relationship between a and b,

a = b(O I - 0 - (1, 1 - 0). (eqn 3.1)

where (6 1 - 0) is the slope of the line and (1 1 - 0) is its intercept. This relationship is

a family of lines that passes through the point a = - 1.0 and b = + 1.0 for all values

of 0, 0 < 0 < + 1.0. Equation 3.1 is plotted in Figure 3.2 for three values ofO.

C. MAXIMIZING EXPECTED UTILITY IN THE NON-DOMINATED CASES

We now turn to a discussion of the remaining six possible orderings that do not

exhibit the characteristic of dominance. This is where the decision maker always rates

a > - 1.0 and b > + 1.0

or

a <-1.0 and b < +1.0. "

Two examples of these preference patterns are

) V(Ph,Ac) > VPcAc) > V(PcAh) > V(PhAh)

or

b > l > a > -I,

and

S) V(Pc,Ac) > kVPh,A c ) > V(PhAc) > V(PcAh)

Cr

-1 > b > I > a.

'
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The decision maker will find in the non-dominated cases that expected utility will

be maximized by choosing P if

a > b (0' 1 - )-( I I - ), (eqn 3.2)

or by choosing Ph if

a < b(0 l-)-( 1 1-1). (eqn3.3)

He will be indifferent when the equality holds (Equation 3.1). Equations 3.2 and 3.3
gives the protagonist a well defined, unambiguous, decision rule that determines what

action he should take, given a known value of 6. In Chapter V we will look at how this
type of decision rule can be used when the value of 8 must be estimated. However,
first we look at how to estimate the value of 6 using conjectured a priori probability

distributions and a likelihood function in Bayes Theorem to provide reasonable

estimates of 6.

I
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V.

IV. ESTIMATING THE UNCERTAINTY ABOUT THE PROPORTION OF
ANTAGONIST ACTIONS THAT ARE PEACEFUL.

LItimately. the protagonist must choose an action based on his estimate as to
which course of action the antagonist is pursuing. In the last chapter we discussed the
case where the protagonist's choice would be that course of action which gives him the
greatest expected value of return. We also described the case where the proportion of
actions by the antagonist that were peaceful was known, or that the value of 0 was a F.

certain iv. What if protagonist has no information or at best limited information on the
course of action the antagonist is pursuing'? In this chapter we will see how to estimate

-tic antagonist s future behavior using Bayes Theorem.

A. ANTAGONIST ACTIONS AS BERNOULLI TRIALS

One way for the protagonist to gather information in order to estimate 0 night
be to observe the antagonist's behavior and from these observations estimate what
course of action he is pursuing. The two types of actions. 'c or Ah), will be viewed
as two mutually exclusive and exhaustive events, in the sense that every action or

behavior) observed can be categorized as peaceful or aggressive. [Ref. 9) A random
variable Xn =i could then be defined, where:

0 if an aggressive behavior is observed

1.0 if a peaceful behavior is observed I,
t.4h

and n is the nth behavior observed. These observations of tne behaviors can be viewed

as the occurrence of a Bernoulli random variable with parameter 0. We wouid then *Il
have:

Pr(Xn = i) = 1' 1 - 0)l'i ieqn 4..1) '

Our problem considers the case where there is also uncertainty as to the value of-
the parameter 0. The protaonist doesnt know what course of action or nixture of'

kcurscs c, action wi occur. He may, however, be willing to make some sub'ectr e '1

:.i
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guesses or conjectures as to what values of 0 best describe the proportion of actions,

by the antagonist, that are peaceful. This would make our Bernoulli trial, the

Pr(Xn = i), conditional on that proportion. 0. Therefore, we define the probability

that the antagonist displays either peaceful or aggressive behavior, given that the

proportion of actions that are peaceful (cold-war like) is 0, as:

Pr(X ii 0) = (0)' (1 -0) l i  (eqn 4.2)

B. A PRIORI PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS ESTIMATE UNCERTAINTY

The initial estimates about the proportion of antagonist's actions that are

peaceful. 0. maybe subjective on the part of the protagonist or may come from historic

data. In the discrete case, we can generalize these initial estimates as:

Pr (O = 0)"

For example, the protagonist might conjecture that the antagonist acts peacefully only -

a small proportion of the time and might represent his uncertainy about the value of 0

as

Pr 0 = .99) = .05

and

Pr( = 10) =.95.

The probability distribution function of 0 has the properties, that the

Pr(0 = 0r > 0 arid Pr(O = 0r = 1.0

for r = 1.2.3.where Or are the possible values for the parameter. Both the discrete

and the continuous cases will be considered in this thesis. In the continuous case. the a

p,,r; probabiltv distribution will be denoted as f 0).
",1'

2-4
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For the discrete case only certain values for 0 r in the interval (0,1) are allowed. .
The interval (0.1) is intentionally displayed as an open interval because attachingz

probabilities of 0 or 1.0 to uncertain events can lead to intractable conclusions

suggested by Cromwell's rule. This will be discussed in detail in the next section on

Bayes Theorem.

These probability functions represent the protagonist's a priori estimates of 0.

Before or without the introduction of more information, these a priori estimates of the

probability distributions are the only estimates the protagonist has available in this

model. However, af'ter the protagonist observes the antagonist's behavior, defined

above as Xn = i where i = 0 or 1.0, a resulting a posteriori probability distribution

conditioned on the value of 6 is given by Bayes Theorem.

C. BAYES THEOREM

Ultimately we want to show that the conditional probability distribution being

considered, the probability that the proportion of actions that are peaceful, or

Pr ( 0 = 6 ), given his most recently observed behavior is X = i, wherenM
Xn = 0 - occurrence of an aggressive behavior (hot-war)

Xn = I - occurrence of a peaceful behavior (cold-war),

is given in this thesis as:

Pr(0 = 0r) Pr(Xn = Or) '..

Pr(O =rXn=i)= , r 1,2.3.... (eqn 4.3)
1 Pr( = Os ) Pr(Xn = i

[Ref. 10] We begin with the definition of conditional probability, which is Civen as:

Pr(O =0 n x n  i)
r n

P(E =O r n =i=
~"r' n Pl Xn = i')i, ,'

In order to obtain the unconditional distribution of Xn = i, (the denoninator) we

invake a widely used theorv in the study o' stochastic processes, that i-. the Theorem
°a"
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of Total Probability, [Ref. 11] which states, that if Pr(Xn = Or) for r = 1.2.3.... is

defined, then we have: %

Pr(Xn = )= rPr(O = 0r) Pr (Xn  I

The conditional probability, or in Bayesian terms the likelihood of occurrence X = i.

was defined in the section on Bernoulli trials (Equation 4.2) as

Pr (Xn = i'0 r) =(r)i (1 -r)li (eqn 4.2)

We can also shown from the definition of conditional probability that:
Ji.

Pr(0 = 0n X i) = Pr(E = or) Pr(Xn -= r

Substituting these into our definition of conditional probability, we have our

original expression:

Pr (0 = r) Pr(Xn = i 0)
Pr; O OrXn i) = , r=  1,2,3.... (eqn 4.3)

,rPr(O = 0r) Pr(Xn = ii 0r

After subs-ituting in our likelihood function. Equation 4.2 we have the general form of

tLhe Ba;esian conditional a posteriori probability function used throughout this thesis:

Pr (0 = 0 r Ir( - 0r)li

PrO = OrXn~i r= 1.2.3.... ieqn 4.4)
Vr PO = 0 t0r)i (1 -0 )i
-1 r r r

Thi e2uat:Mn and its continuous case anao.ue, update the a priori probability

:anct:,n:ntc an a pwster,;r nrobahi1ik !,incticn that is conditioned on the proportion

26
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of actions that are peaceful by the antagonist. Equation 4.4 is the conditional
probability that the antagonist's proportion of peaceful actions is 0 in the present

conflict situation given that he has just recently been observed acting aggressively (for

Xn = 0). This is the result of the a priori probability of the proportion of peaceful

actions times the conditional probability that the antagonist acted aggressively in the

past, given that his proportion of peaceful actions is Or . divided by the sum of all the

ways these events can ccur.

The random variable Xn will always be considered as a discrete random variable,

but the a priori probability distributions may be discrete, Pr (E = or continuous,

1'(0). For the case where it is continuous, Bayes Theorem is:

f (0) (0.)' (1I- 0) 11

f(0 Xn = i) (eqn -4.5)
J f(0)(0) (l - 0) -idA

The role of Bayes Theorem is to establish a connection between the protagonist's

a priori probability estimates, an expression of his uncertainty that the antagonist will

act peacefully, Pr(0 = 0). and the effect that additional information or evidence will

be to revise these probabilities. If the protagonist were to obtain perfect information.

one of' the probabilities wouid go to + 1.0 so that the Pr (E = 0) = 1.0. This

would be the one corresponding to the true distribution of 0. The remaining

probabilities would go to zero. Partial or less than perfect information, like that

obtained through the model proposed here, produce a less marked effect on the a

p osteriori probabilities through the use of Bayes Theorem.

A result that follows from Bayes Theorem is that it is inadvisable to attach

trobabilities of zero to uncertain events. Uncertain events of zero probability remain

so, no matter what additional information is provided. Therefore, the decision maker

must be aware of the possibility that he may be mistaken, for if he thinks that

something cannot be true (e.g.. peaceft:l intentions on the part of his antagonist and

interprets this as having zero probability. his decisions will never be influenced by any

contradictor information which is surel, absurd. This result is known in the study of

Ba.csian techniques as Cromweils Rule. [Ref S: p. 1041 This same effect holds true.

'hen a probability of 1.0 is assigned, since the assignment of a probability of 1.0 to an

n~certain event implies the probability c, its complement is zero. %

,'%
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Assuming probabilistic independence of the successive observations, the a
posreriori probability after any set of observations becomes the a priori estimate for the

next observation(s). It can also be shown that for any number of observations, the
conditional likelihood function in Bayes Theorem is

Pr(Xn= 0 Or)= (Or (.-Xn) (I - 0r) n (eqn 4.6)

where n is the total number of behaviors occurring, and 7X is the summation of the

random variable Xn = i for i = 0 or 1.0. [Ref: 101 In this thesis we will deal with the %

behaviors one at a time, with specific examples worked out in the Chapter VII.

In this chapter we introduced the concept of the antagonist's exhibition of

peaceful or not peaceful behavior as the realization of a Bernoulli random variable

conditioned on the proportion of antagonist actions that are peaceful. This Bernoulli

trial, combined with an experts conjectured a priori probability distribution, are used

in Bayes Theorem to update this probability distribution into a current estimate of the

antagonist's intentions. In the next chapters we will take these a posteriori probability

distributions for the discrete and the continuous cases and see how they can be used to

create decision rules based on maximizing expected utility.

It

N
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V. DISCRETE CASE DECISION RULES WITH BAYES THEOREM

In this chapter we will consider the discrete case for the a priori probabihtv

uIStr-iO.Utlon of the proportion of antagonist actions that are peaceful, 0. We vIll beg:n

bysoig a generai decision rule for the decision problem represented by,, the coraiict
situation matrix. This will be followed by a discussion of how :o use critical value's and

tnost liel a!ues as a means of selecting 0. This chapter concludes with a section on

using maximum expected utility values considering uncertain values of 0. Chapter VI

wil'l considier the continuous cases as the a priori probability distributions.

A. A GENERALIZED DECISIONRULE
The decision rule from Chapter III for maximizing expected utility value, with 0

certain, is to choose P cif

a > b(O 1 -0)-(l11 -6), (eqn 3.2)

and Ph If
ht

a < b(O 1 -80)-(I I 1-0). (eqn 3.3)%

Returning to our original definition of expected value for the two alternatives. (P cor

Pnin the conflict situation mnatrix we define

O- aid -rO = E(Pc.Od'

and

bOr - (1 - or) = E (Ph-rO

f ere. E P c 0r is the expected utility value for alternative Pc given~ any particular

valu of0. lsotheE ~h'0 r) is thc expected utility value for alternative Ph. "I\ en

try
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any particular value of 0. We can now generalize our decision rule to choose the

alternative such that it is

%Max E(P ).rO (eqn 5.1)

wherej = c or h for any value of 0r

B. CRITICAL AND MOST LIKELY VALUES

The question that still remains. given that the decision maker has selected a

preference pattern and utility values for a and b), is what value to use for 0_ The

protagonist might select a critical value that any estimates of 0r should equal or exceed,rN
and it' he had the op:ion, not consider a value of Or until its probability of occurrence

equalled cr exceeded this stated critical value. Suppose the decision maker selected .95

as his crziical va.'ue, so that he % ould not select an alternative until any particular

probability estimate equalled or exceeded this value. 1 After the Pr(E = Ord equals or

exceeds .95 he could substitute that value for 0r into Equations 3.2 and 3.3, and based

on whichever equation holds, choose the corresponding alternative. This changing of

probabilities is best demonstrated with an example.

Suppose, that the protagonist feels that the antagonist acts peacefully a small

proportion of times and that he acts aggressively a large proportion of times, and that

he sug2ests this a priori probability distribution, such that

Pr (0 = 9 10) 1 4

and

Pr(E = 1 1) = 34.

Now, suppose that the protagonist observes peaceful behavior on the part of the

antagonist, or the value of X 1. Recalling Bayes Theorem (Equation -4.4 from

Chapter IV:

Pr(O=Or'Xn i) = , r 1,2,3 ..... eqn .-
Pr r= rOr r  %

,It is conceded here that third a.terrnative, that of doing nothing is not included
in the conlict si:tuaton maz;..x. 1he cr:,cal 'aue discussion is predicated on :he

,%existence of this third alternaive. .5

1'
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and using the situation of our example we find 5

1I -4) 9 10)

Pri E 9 to Xn= (I_____________=)S 33) .55.

and

3, 4(1 4)V

Pr = 1 -4 nl= 1) (15____________=U 33) =.15

As can be seeni, none of' the values of' the a posteriori probability distributions exceed

:)Ur d!cis1io1n makers stated crical valuse of .95. So let s say he observes a second

b eha, ior, rind this time lie observes aggressive behavior by the antagonist, or n =

We acain return to Baves Theorem to update our probability distribution, rememberingz

that the a7 priori distribution now was the a posteriori distribution above. We now hiave

(IS 331)(1 10)
Pn= E) 10 Nf 0)= = ____________ 13S,

(IS 33) (1 1))) - ( 15 33) (3 4)

and

(15 33)(3 -4

pro= I .n~ S0= )53H 0 .62.

The prot agonist miaght continue taking observations of the antagonist's behavior until

one of' the probabilities does actually exceed his stated critical value. He could then usc

this vatuae ofo~r in Equations 3.2 and 3.3 to choose his alternative. What if. after one

or -more observations, the protagonist Finds that none of the proposed probabiit~v

Stibu,,tions show estimates that exceed the critical .-alue (as inthe example abnovei and

a .icIn~f must be made now as to xich course of' action to pursue? T his is the- calse

wAhen the conditional a posteriori probab,-.1ties have not achieved a suilhientrr~'x

to c\ceedl ar.v stated cra'ical vau.The protagonist might then use the n:st !!~c

L e r thie Maximium Pr(O = Or Xn = t) and use this value of' 0r in Fiquat:ons 1.
a "3. to Select the alternative with the nmaximumn expected utlitv. Which, ai'terhe-C
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first observation would mean that he would have used 0 = .90. since izs probability

was the maximum, whereas, after the second observation he would have used the value

of 0 = .25 as its probability of occurrence was the maximum in that instance. The

decision maker could also use this criterion to select a value for Or before the

observation of any antagonist actions. In that case he would have selected 6 .25,

C. MAXIMIZE EXPECTED UTILITY VALUE CONSIDERING ALL
PROPOSED PARAMETER VALUES

The procedures just described for selecting 0 have a weakness since they do not -

use all the information available in the problem. If the protagonist is interested in

maximizing his expected utility value relevant to all of his estimates of an antaconist s

behavior. :hen he would not want to lose any information available to him. This would

be !he case in se!ecting the most likely and critical alue criteria. Therefore, he would

want to consider all possible parameter values proposed and the relative frequency with

which they can occur, and use the expected value of return. 2

In the discrete case, the protagonist computes the expected value of return over

r if he uses course of action Pc" and he computes the expected value of return over
these same proposed values of 0r if he uses course of action P The course of action

he uses corresponds to whichever of these two values is the maximum. This maximum

value is

Maxj r E oj0 r) Pr(O = or Xn  i (eqn 5.2!
r4n

.,f

for j = c or h and r = 1.2... This is the Bayesian decision rule relative to the a

rs .c,:,or: probabhilty estimates. [Ref. 121,

Returning to our discrete case example above, we have after two observations

and assun-ing that the protagonist had selected the eighth listed preference pattern

frcm C,.-anter I I.

V(Pc.Ac -> ViPh.Adc V(PhAh > VI(Pc.Ah)
,2 r.

"-1 " b " 1 > a.

Fine term expected value of return is not to be interpreted as the value that will
be obtained by the protagonist or. any sinele occurrence but rather as the expe.ted
\ Lue -ofrturn due to the uncerzai::tv o, the value o!'0.

%



with b =0 and a = 3.0. In accordance with 5.2, we seek the maximum of

Vr a(I.-O) Pr(o =Or '( Xn i)

c r

Vr lr I)PrO Or Xn =I)

"Or b-oth values cf-Or Thus we have

(-3.0)( 101)(.13S) (3 4)(.S62) =-1,98,

or

(0 - 1-0)(.l3S) (0 - 1.04.S62) =-1.0.

The protagonist would choose alternative Ph-
This procedure of selecting alternatives Pc or Ph is based on preference pattern

, election, utilitv value assignment, Bayes Theorem and the use of the decision rule. 5.2.

This decision rule can be used for any number of proposed values for the parameter 0r
thus allowinz the use of all the information available in the problem. In the next

chapter we wvill look at the Bayesian decision rules that result from three different

continuous case a priori probability distributions.
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VI. CONTINUOUS CASE DECISION RULES WITH BAYES THEOREM

Rather than just considering the a priori probabliity distribution to be finite, we

would h!.ke to con ,er the case where there are an infinite number of ,alues for 0r
poslble. In this case, the general Bayesian decision rule for the contmuous case a

pr;ori probability function is to choose Pi such that

\Iaxj s E (P.) fO Xn = i()cdO en6.1)

for j = c or h. There are three particular cases of continuous probability functions

considered in this chapter, the first case being that all values in the range of 0 are

equally likely.

A. DECISION RULES USING A UNIFORM A PRIORI DISTRIBUTION
The uniform case presents a good starting point for the protagonist if he has no

information i or no idea) as to what proportion of actions, by the antagonist, are

peaceful. The assumption that all possible values of 0 are equally likely suggests an

unbiased viewpoint, and when combined with Bayes Theorem, allows the distribution

to weight future probabilities on observed behaviors alone. This can be seen by the

form of the a posteriori probability distributions plotted in Figure 6.1. In this section

we assume the protagonist uses a uniform a priori probability distribution, then we

show the two a po)steriori probability distributions that result after an obser~ation of

each type of behavior. From these two updated probability distributions a generaLzed

dec:s:on rule. based on the conflict situation matrix, is derived.

The protagonist assumes that all values in the range of 0 are equally ikely and

uses a uniform distribution as his a prior: distribution. The general form of the uni!orrn

distribution is

f 0) = I(d - c). c-5O-<d.

The lisrats for 0 are 0 and 1.0. so, the general florm becomes

fs+0' - I I --0I.

.. *% . ~ a~ *..1
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or

f (0) 1.0.

The 'Initial input into Baves Theorem is th,.s conjectured a priori probabilitv

distriblLt,,on. The pro-agonist. next. observes the anatagonist s b1ehavior. There are two

PoOi:1tieCS For this random \ariahle; Xn = or -1.0. If' he observes a,_,rcs~e

be '.av:or -hcmn X, and the a po:steriori distribution becomes

Fie N ) 2 - 20 . e tin 6.2,

This result can be seen by beginning with the general form of Bayes theorem stated Mn

Chapter IV as

f(0) (0C 1 f-

f(OXn Ii (eqn 4-5

jo f (o0 (1 - 0)i do

xhere f'or the uniform case with 1 0 4 becomes

O(1.041 -old

which iimpiiles to

r(o Xn 0 2 - 20 .(eqn 6.24

If' the protagonist observes peacefUl 1-ehav~or on the part of the antagonist, then

tlc, random variable, X -i1.. 'Ind .111e LI p~er distribution becomes%

fi XI 1,014 20 . (eqni (0.



This result can be seen by beginning with the general form of Bayes theorem which

with i = 1.0 becomes

f (o Xn 1.0)=______

hihreduces to

r to = 1.0) =20 .(eqn 6.3)

The effect that Bayes Theorem has on the a priori distribution can be seen in Figure
6. 1, where .1ll three (the a priori and the two resulting a posteriori) distributions are

p1ot ted.

Both of these a posteriori probability distributions are legitimate probability

dist:'u!onssince

Jo 20= 1.0

Jo 2t - -so .0

I. Uniform Case Decision Rule for X = 0

The a posier.iori distribution that results after X 0 Is
0> m ' = 2 - 20 (Equation 6.3). The decision rule is to choose P1 that

M.::vLles Jo E P,.01 f (0) do. In accordance with 6.1. and we have the Integral below

!oc\auae The decision is to choose alternative Pc if the quantity on the left exceeds

~n:;on the right:

* i O.aO ait a2 -A 0' o ~ 0 b0- l)(2 - 20) do.

.\tr:nteeration this decis:on rule. :n -!-e case for a uniform a priori and the

a b 2 2 ~ . te~n 6.4)
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2. 8-

f (8) 2

1.5-*

f (8 ) 2 -2 8

f (8) f~e M=81.8

.50-

0 .251 .501 .751 1.0

Ficure 6.A Uniform Case - A Prvion and A Poste-iori Distriboutions.

or Ph If

a < b 2 - Se 2. (n 5)

Th~s result can be seen after evaluation ofl the two Integrals on either side of the

inequality. The intcgral on the left is

0 0- aO 2 a2- 20) AO

w hich equals

V (201 ~ 20: -:.-a0 - 20 +~ 2a) dA
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which reduces to

"d.

2a3 -1 3.

The integral on the right is

'0 HO - I '2- 20 Ad.

which equals

0 2.,0 - 2 20: 202d 0

which reduces to

b3- 23

L-e oil these two values from Our integrals brings us to our decision rules of'choosing

P cfa b 2- 2 or Phifa < b 2-32.

2. Uniform Case Decision Rule wAith Xn = 1.0
The a psteror distribution that results after Xn = 1.0 is

:(0 Xn = 1.0) = 20 1Equation 6.2). Following from the decision rule, 6.1. we have

thc lntezrals beoew to evaluate. Notice that only the a posreriori density function has

changed. The decision maker would choose Pc if

So (0 - a0 -- a) 20 dO > 10 ( 8 - bO - 1) (20) dO,

which reduces to choosing Pc if

a > 2b - 3, teqn 6.6)

,',

I



orPIF0

a < "b -3.en.

Tils result can be seen by comp',aring2 the value of the integral on the left to the value%

of the inte~ral on the rizht. The inteezral on the left becomes

2jo .(0) a(0) 2 
- a (0) do

xhich equals

a 3 23.

The integral on .he right becomes

2fo (0)2 -b(o )2 
-(0) do

wxhich equals

2b 3 - I3

These two values reduce to the decision rules of Equations 6.6 and 6.7 to choose

alternative P., 11fa > _1b - 3 cr Ph ifa < 2b - 3.

B. DECISION RULES USING A BETA (a =2, =2) A PRIORI
D ISTRI BUTION

Another conceivable distribution that the decision maker might consider as best

descrbine he ant agonist's behavior is a svmmetric dome-shaped curve. This curve

wvould 'a-ve the mean equal to the miode, and be centered at 0 .50. Such a curve

wldmean t.hat, the protagonist feels that most of the probability for 0 Is at the value

.3.1hs would mean he feels it is most likelv that half the actions of the antazonist

a-re, -iz:essive and half of them are peacefujl, slopi"ng off towards zero, probabilhtv at thie

extreme:,i- values of 0. This kind of sulbjective feel for the a priori probability distribution

can e captured by a Normal distribution, such that it is N (.5, a-) Howe'.er. tne

raoc : h Normal distribution is - X to - C and the range of the parameter, 0. i

t3 I.0. A* Beta distribution x th, rarameters (I 3> 1 captures the essence of a

'vn'aerc dme-1haped crecentered aLt .5.and itnmtsisl to the range'. Of our

Ir v N



random variable. The probability density function of a Beta distribution has the form

[(a -

f (0) =(0)UI 1 )3

For example, when a 2.0,

or

f (0) =6(0)(1 0 ). S

When this conjectured a priori probability distribution is used in Bayes theorem we get

f(60)( 'Xn i0) (1 -0)_____

-ird when the observation of the antagonist's behavior yields X n 0 hseul

6Oh(l .0)2d

The denominator is (6)(Beta(2.S')) densityv function which equals 6(1 12). The entire

expression for the a posteri .ori .probability distribution, with a conjectured a vrlorl

distribution of a Beta (2,2), and a subsequent observation of Xn 0, reduces to

f(O Xn=0 12(0)( 1 0 (eqni 6,S

nI
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If the subsequent observation of antagonist's behavior is peaceful, or Xn = 1.0,

then our formula from Bayes theorem becomes

6(0)2(1 -0)

f (01xn = 1.0

6J0 (0)'(1 -0) dO

where the denominator is (6)(Beta(3,2)) density function which also equals 6(1 12),

and we have

f(0 X = 1.0) = 12(02(- -0). (eqn 6.9)

2

-~ P~2L.~)'__ 1.8).__

1.5 .,, I

0.5 li_
//I A

0 .25i .501 .75' 1.01
8

Fligurc 6.2 Beta(2.2) Case - A Priori and A Posteriori Distributions.
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The effect that Bayes Theorem has on the a priori distribution can be seen in Figur,-

6.2 where all three (one a priori and two a posteriori) distributions for the Beta(2,2)

case are plotted.

1. Beta (2.2) Case Decision Rule isith X1, 0

Thie decision. after observation of Xn =0, is to choose alternativeP.i

Jo OO-A-a)1 2(0)(1-0)2 do> Jo (o - bo-l )l2ko) 1-0)2 do

and the decision rule reduces to selecting P~ if

a > 2b 3 - 5 3. (eqni 6.10)

or Pif
a 'h

a < 2b 3 - 5,3 .(eqn 6.11)

This result can be seen by comparing the value of the integral on the left to the one on

the right,. where the integral on the left is

(2 -)0 ~)2( 1 0)' do -l 2a50 (O)( 1 _)2 do

anui the two terms reduce to

l2(l-a)fr(3Wr(3) [)6)k + 12a{[(2)r(3) F(5)).

which equals

'a 5 25.

Tile integral on the right becomes

120 b)(0)( 1 0)- do- 110 ()(1_0) do

54 SZ



yielding

12(1-4b) r(3)r(3) r(6)) 12 lr(2)r(3) r(5),

which equals top
.

2 b 5-5.

and the two values reduce to the decision rules of Equations 6.10 and 6.1 1 to choose v
P. if a > 2b 3 - 53 or Ph if a < 2b 3- 53.

2. Beta (2,2) Case Decision Rule N~ith X 1.0

The decision after observation of X 1.0 is to choose alternative Pc if

10 iO(l-ay--a)12(0) 2(1-0) do > jo (0( 1 +b) - 1)12( 0)2( 1 .0) dlo

and the decision rule reduces to selecting Pc f

a > 3b2 - 52 {eqn 6.12

or Ph if

a < 3b 2 -5 2. (eqn 6.130

This resul: can be seen by comparing the value of the integral on the left to the one on

the rieht. where the integral on the left becomes

12(l -a) I03(-d 2ajo (0)2( 1 0) do,

which reduces to

434



which equals

2a 5 - 3 5.

The lntegral on the rlight becomnes p

12 .f 03 _0 o1p 02 0A

A l2(i -blir(4)r(2) r(6)] 12[rF(3)rF(2) 1-(5)1,

wh~ch equals

3b 5 - 25.

TFhese twxo '%aluxs reduce to the decision rules, for the Beta(2,2) case and Xn 1 , of

Eq-...-t:;ns 6.12 ani 6.13 to choose Pc if'a > 3b 2 -5 2 or Ph Ifa<3 -

C. DECISION RULES USING A BETA (a = 1/2, j3=1/2) A PRIORI
DISTRIBUTION

S" 1r. .n z:tcontinuous cases, an equally likely a priori probability distribution

l~rf)and a Svmrnetric dome-shaped a priori probability distribution centered at 0

Beta 2.2)i have been considered. What if the protagonist feels that the

-in,,,-onist ,s an extremist type of thinker, in the sense that he has just as high a

probaini~i!; of' acti ng peacefully as hie does of acting aggressively and a low probabihtv
even r~iitbetwen thetwoThis would be the case if most of the probailt

wer7C e ,.ghted at the values of'0 = 0) and 0 = 1.0 with a very low probability of' 0
5. 1The essence of this type of- thinking could be captured with another Beta

u, :ruton with a = < L. This is a U-shaped probability density function centered

Liair '1,n 0 50 but with most of- the probability weighted at the extreme values of'0.
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Here we will use a Beta function with a - 1 2. The probability density tunc icn

of a Beta (1 2,1 2) distribution has the form:

011fO = (0) "1 2 2
rgl 2)r(l 2) ,

or

f(O0 = (l iu),O) " 2(1 - 0)" 2 i

where r(1) r(l 2)[(l 2) = I (,' ,r).

When this conjectured a priori probability distribution is used in Bayes theorem we get:

( 7)(0)-1 2 (1.0i -1 2 (6)' (l i-1

f(& Xn = i) = ..,,_

f0 1 r)(0)
"1 2(1.0)-I (o)i (.0)i-1 dO

If the observation of Xn = 0, then, after cancelling the common factor of I ft. the a

posreriori distribution becomes

(0)- 1 (10)1 2

f(O'Xn =0)= S(0)' 2(10)1 2d

where the denominator is

[,'1 2)r3 2) r(2),

which equals

7T 2.
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The a poseriori distribution for Xn = 0 becomes

f(1 = 0) (2 1r)(60)' 2  (eqn 6.14)

10 I - (0),1/2(1_)1/2 2.0

91 1 1 1.517. 4

? 7 1 .J_1 10.5

6. 0
.251 .501 .751 1.0

8

Fiure 6.3 Beta 1 I 2. 1 2) Case - A Pricri and A Posteriori Distributions.

In the ins:ance where the observaticn yields Xn = 1.0. Bayes formula gives

;-;0 = 1.0) =
fo il 7,, , 10 '  o

and alt- canccllhne the cormnon factor c: 1 7. the a Postcriori distributon becomes

0)1 2 1.0,-1 2

f(O; n = 1.0) =

46
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where the denorinator is

r(3 2")r(1 2)

F(2)

or

nt 2.

The a posteriori distribution for X n = I becomes

f(0 X n = 1.0) = (2 it)(0) 1 2 (1- 1 2  (eqn 6.15) ,

The effect that Bayes Theorem has on the a priori distribution can be seen in Figure

6.3 where all three (one a priori and two a posteriori) distributions are plotted.

1. Beta (1/2.1/2) Case Decision Rule with Xn = 0

The decision after the observation of Xn = 0 is to choose alternative P if

t2 jO, la).-a;(O)-I 2(1.0)12, dO > (2 it)f{O(l+b)-1} {(6) 1 2(1-)l 2' dO,

which simplifies to choosing Pc if

a > b3- 4 3, (eqn 6.16)

or P if -,

a < b 3-4 3, (eqn 6.7)

This result can be seen by noting that the integral on the left is

2(1-a) ?T'0 
1  2(1-0 1 2A - 2a 0 -" 1 2 (1.0)1 2 do.

'N
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yielding

[2(1-a) iri [(3 .1)r(3 2) [(3)] -[2a it] [[( I 2)[(3 2) r(2)],

or

3a4 1.

The integral on the right in our original expression is

2(l-1-b) itJ 0 0) 2(1) 2 O-2ITn (0)1 2(10)l dO,

cxinc

(2(1 -- b) i [r(3- -)r( 3 2) r(3)j - [2 ir] [[( I 2)r(3 2) r(2)], 9

or

b 4 -3 4.

These two values reduce to the decision rules of Equations 6.16 and 6.17 to choose

alternative P if a> b 3 -- :3orhif'a < b 3 -3

2. Beta (1/2.1/2) Decision Rule -with X .

T-le decision after observation of = 1 ist hoeatentv ci

wh ich simplifies to choosing Pc if 5

a A -b 2, (eqn 6. IS).

%.
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or Pif

a < 3b -2. (eq n6.19 1

This result can be seen by c omparing the value of the integral on the left to the onc oni

the rie ht. xhere the inte~ral on the left is

it (-0 1  do -(ai} 012(1-0)- 1 2 do

4 wvhich evaluates to

12 1-a) ?T1 '1F(5 21T(12) F(3P' - :2a 1Tr T1(3 2)1(1 2) r(2)"

Te:rntezral on the right inour original expression above is

2; 1 -. i 0 0 -) -1r 2 dO - (2 7T)J0 01I2(1-0)1 2 d

'A.n r. re~i.,es to

[2( 1- b) 7l [r(5 2)17( 1 2) r [2 n1 IF(3 2T1( 1 2) F(11,V~

3 b -4 - 1 4.

These two values result in the decision rules of' Equations 6. 18 and 6. 19 to choose 11, if*

a a> ',b - 2 or Ph if a < 3b - 2.
4, Depending on his subjctive feel For the antagonists intentions, or any

his toncal d.,iza that provide a reasonable I-It, the decision maker could choose of' crn of'

he three. Cont-nuous a rrr rriailitv distzributions presented in this chapter. T he a

49 Zt..



priori distibution. selected and the subsequent behavior observed will determine which .

decision rule he will follow. A summar-y of" the results of this chapter are presented in..

.Appendix A. In Chapter VII we viiil show some specific examples for the cases

presented here and in Chapter V. (Thapter VIII will contain concluding remarks.
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VII. SPECIFIC EXAMPLES

In this chapter we will look at snecific examries of the conjcctured a riri

nroa~lt r~utnsdiscussed in Chapters V an_" vi. There will 'Le four cases' '5.r

a r'' rohalb ity ditito one discre-te and three continuous, w~nclt

C\x 1n-'ls. The i&-screte case will use four proposed values of* Or, We wviil see how tile

oet.. eroberved. throu,:h the use of Ba\ es Theorem. effects the a~te rnat:\ e 'A1,1,1

rr~vc'a~sth"e expected utit% value. The :hree continuous case examples show howv

an osr.ainof -each type ofl 'behavior effects the dcision1 rule Used an1d U1h11mazeC ,;

:-e a(cratveP or P, h chosen. The examiples used in this chapter will assumne tne

-.:> Ino re,'rence ordering of:

%'IPAU > Vi ' >v

or

1.0A > b > -1.0 a.

We £s: o assumire in thi.s chapter that the UtilitV values chosen for a =-2.0 anu _ :or

A. DISCRETE CASE WITH AGGRESSIVE BEHAVIOR OBSERVED

We Lonsid er 'lhe instance of the followng a -r:Hrz probabillty disribution

Pr~o = 9 10) 1 IS) = 12

Pri E = 3 4 )=I .25

PrO = 1 4 1 I 2 5

P r = I I(')) = S 7

N x:.w suppose th'at the prota.onlst ob-ser\ es aggressive behavior An ( on th'le

pa,-- of the antagonist. Bayes Theorem gl'~cs us f-or eac:h of the posbl alues of O

pri 0 1-)
TA2

~ Ir



es:

A equals

Sinarlv,

pr~o= 4 Xn Q) = ____=(5 -4S) =10,

- - (4S SO)

and

(3 4)(1 -4)
Pr(O= 1 4 n= =) - = (5 48 = .31.

(4S SO)

a nd

(4S SO)

The course of action to choose in accordance with 5.2 is the maximum of

-ra( 1-Or Pr(O = 0 r =

cr

Zr (hor 1) Pr(O =Or Xn  i),

r "he maximum of

1-2.0) 11 lI 4S)- 1 4)(5 4S)-(3 41(15 4S)( 10)(23 4S) = -1.53

4K'

-p



* .4.F

cr

I()) L 10l1 4S- (-.S~S5 4S)- '(-.) 1 Th1 I5 4S)~ ;(-.5(1 1()- 1:(2 .-S

whchxuals - 1-12 The protaconist In this ca., would chos Ph. S~nce .5 lces

B. DISCRETE CASE WITH PEACEFUL BEHAVIOR OBSERVED
Thi.s s'ection uscs the same conjectured probability distribution and utility %aiu.e-

:nn z the be2ginn of this chapter except wkith an otservation of" Feac, 9'
>ehi.:r.(X 1.0). Raves Theorem gives us for each ofl the possible values -If 0r

Po!O= 91If N11= 1.0)

:11 SI!59 1W 1 (I %9 1 -1 4 ,,1 4-- 1 4)(1 4) +3 S)( I 10) = 9 32) =.5

1 -1)(3 4)

n 0 ____ (15 3 2)

SO)

P~~tO= ~ I ll N31 N

an n

I I'',. I%



We look for the maximum of

-0) (( 1 10)(9 3 2)-( + 1,4)( 1532) (3 4)( 5, 3 2) +(9' 10)(3 3 2), - .70

or

5)1'59 10')- 1}(9 3 2)'i (.5)(-' 4)-fl 15 3 2)-~ -5)( 1 4)-l}(5 S2)+ (-5)(1 1 0)-l (3 3 2)

-1.33.

Given the above proposed a priori probability distribution and an observation of

Xn-- 1.0. the protagonist would choose alternative PC, since -.70 is greater than

-1.33.

C. UNIFORM CASE WITH AGGRESSIVE BEHAVIOR OBSERVED

In the uniform case if the protagonist observes aggressive behavior then the

decision rule ('Equation 6.4) Is to choose P if
C

a > (I 2)b - (3 2).

Since a =-2.0 and b =-.50, the the protaaonist would choosePh

D. UNIFORM CASE WITH PEACEFUL BEHAVIOR OBSERVED '

The unifoim case with an observation of peaceful behavior (X = 1. 0) us~es the

dlecision rule derived in Chapter VI (Equation 6.6). This equation states to Choose P- ,I'

a > b - 3.

Thc, rrotagonist would choose PC as his choice of action.



E. BETA (2.2) CASE WITH AGGRESSIVE BEHAVIOR OBSERVED
AfIn the case of a Beta (2.2-) as the proposed a priori probabi'ity distributioni and

an observation of aggressive behavior (Xn = 0) the decision rule (Equatilon 6.10) is to
c:hoos e P, ii'

a (2 ',b - (5 3)

Tho protagonist would f-ind that he is indifferent between alternatives P cand Ph

C hp

F. BETA (2.2) CASE WITH PEACEFUL BEHAVIOR OBSERVED

In the Beta 2.2) case with an observatilon of peaceful behavior the decision rule
EquatLion 6. 12 i's to choose P c if-. R

a 2 bS2, - (5 2),

In this case. substitutin2 in the values for aand b will lead the protagonist to se, ect PC.

G. BETA (1/2.1/2) CASE WITH AGGRESSIVE BEHAVIOR OBSERVED

A Beta f 1 2.1 21) wi-th N )as the observation y icids Equation 6.10 as the

det ,a ule. This decision rule states to choose Pif
CS

a I 3)b -43),

Icadinu th protagcnist to select Ph as his course of action.

H. BETA (1/2,1/12) CASE WITH PEACEFLtT BEHAVIOR OBSERVED
Using a Beta (1 2.1 2) as the proposed a priori probability distribution, with an

o'bservation of X n =1.0. Lives us *he decision rule of Equation 6.1 IS. The values c., a

and iK an,- thc rule.

a lb - 2. a.
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lead the protagonist to select alternative P~.

The reader is reminded that while these specific examples appear to be definitive
p

in their conclusions as to which course of action a protagonist should select, they are

based on subjective assertions or historic data as to which probability distribution best

descr:be~ the proportion of actions, by the anta2onist. that are peaceful. These

~ccis~on rWes arc a.nJv as good as the Wstributions they are based on. -
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V111. SUMMARY A.ND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY

Thi s toes s has proposed a simple 2'x 2 decision under risk matr x as a -node; for
uec~~o~ r'k~ ain n ucerain nvionmnt.This matrix is referred to as a. coiflic

s1:at~n atrx.The 2x 2 matrix 'esien uses the twvo columns as twvo unknown-, stites

anature and the ztwo rows as the decision alternatives for a protagonist. The ranalom

',taes Of nature are interpreted as being either the occurrence or rnon-occurrcnlce of'

ilealce!fl b-ehavior on the part of an antagyonist. The probability of occurrcnce 2f e:thcer

St~l: Ci r-.1tuLre is estimated throuch the use of Bayes Theoremn.

L'tilty vajues. rated' on an interval sca!e. are assi2ned to the four cells of the

matrix. These utili-.v values are used -as payoffs in the conflict situation matrix. The

estiatedprobabilities of occurrence of' peaceful behavior of the antagonist are used to

develop a Bayesian decision rule to maximize expected utility value for the protagonist.

The Bayesian decision rules used are relative to the a posieriori pro bability distributions

wheea 1h initia L7 prior'i pr otabilitv distribution estimnates are subjective or I-ased on

n~trcdata. The Bayesian decision rules developed use discrete and continuous a

i~prc ,b1Itv- distriblutions. The decision rule for the discrete case is to choos e tle

adler-native P cor P h at maximizes

r F fP-.r) Pr(O O i Nn

whre =c or hand r I1-.. This decision rule and its continuous case analogue

>i o select the alternative that maximizes expected utility relative to the a r)os~eror';

L&.asin e:1ates. The three. continuous case a priori probabilitv di*stribution-s

*~a;'aaedare the uniform, the Beta 12.2 and the Beta (1 2,1 2). The general faorm of'

tIe Jxion rule fOr these Cases iS tLo SeIlc t1e alternative PCOr Ph that maxim'izes

nen

~-~~:-c-c c:-h aind 0r is the L nau a Priori probability distribuzion in__

% %



The model proposed here provides reasonable decision rules that are not counter-

intuitive. The idea of categorizing all protagonist and antagonist behaviors for act:onst

as either peaceful or aggressive when incorporated with the Bayesian decision rules

work well, and make for a usable. easily understood model. This model and its

decsicn rules may aiso provide a building block for larger models. An area that could

prox.:de room for expansion might include a larger conflict situation matrix. If we

a e ,c a on:st and the antagonist additional alternatives. (e.g., no action

taken. as suggested in in the fifth chapter). then we would open up the possibility for

in n x m conilict situation matrix. -,..
\nother additional Ceature that wasnt considered here would be to let the

decision maker rate al the outcomes in the matrix on an interval scale. This would

surely ailect the decision rules with the addition of two more variables and would allow

a'l conbinations of preference patterns to be considered.

Variance arguments for the a priori Beta probability functions, with a equal to ,

could also be incorporated. The mean of these density functions is .50 as 1 = CE -] .

The variance o' a Beta distribution is given by v 1= -n 1( , 2 ((a I . This

t.ct could be used for the ( I > 1.0 case. that increasing the values of ( and ],

while maintaining their equality, decreases the variance of the parameter and leaves the

mean unchanged. This causes the distribution to weight more and more probability

about the mean and less and less at the extremes. This characteristic of the Beta

turction could be exploited to reflect a degree of confidence by the decision maker in

h:s a ,,rio r. assumption of a Beta distribution with a = > 1. In the a1 = 13 . .
cwase 'Xe wold have, as a + 13 1.0. the 2 -+ 0, and this could also be used to

re,ect the _ecision makers confidence in his a priori assumption of a Beta distrlbution t
w~tr. ( = I < 1.0. This particular characteristic of Beta distributions with a =

1euod prov:de an area for further study. Other continuous a prior probabihlt%

d, tributions, and particularly non-symmetric Beta distributions ira=J}. shoul.d also

Frovie interesting further research.

Fhe purpose of this model is to anlyze the probable future consequten'Ces Cf -5

e,,, on choices. The decision criteria used in the model proposed is highest cx peeted ,

ua,:. value. It is conceded that a Imple model, such as this, and its succged

ucc.:n rteria cannot capture al t; ranuticauons and consequences of peirt;al

ccS: aens lit befall a decision maker at tIre national level. Whie it may be tru:e l!at

:mode!s cinnct subst:tute for rea.t a:;u ::'di' ts can,1not substitute for Je;,:'n

V N' % %
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makers. [Ref 133 it is hoped that this parsimonious, quantitative model <1 be Thie ta

proviU~ an unbiased. objective innut ir.to the decision making process.
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APPENDIX A%

SUMMARY OF RESULTS FOR CONTINUOUS CASES

RESULTS WITH
UNIFORM A PRIORI

A4 PRIORI PROBABILITY /S TRIBLTIOV

A POSTERIORIfor actionX = i

Xn = 0 n= I.
(aggressive) (p e acefu~'

2 -20 2

Choose P~ if

a > I2b - 32 a > 2b -3

Choose Ph

a < 12b -3 2 a < 2b -3



RESULTS WITH
BETA (2,2) A PRIORI

.1 PRIORI PROBAqBILITY -DISFR[BL TIOA.%

fO, J [(4) F7(2) Ei2)j -

A POS TERIORIrr aciznk" I i

ajggressiwc') (peacejid)

Choose P if

a > -,b- a > 3 2b - 52

Choose P1 If

a < 2 'b - 53 a < 2b -5 2

or

% %



RESULTS WITH
BETA (1,12,112) A PRIORI

A PRIORI PROB iBILITY DISTRIBUTION

t, [o r, i 1 ~2)17(1 2)1 (o)-I1 2(1 -0)-I

A4 POSTERIORI !b r action Xn j

N =0
(47-gress.vc) (Peacefu)

2 (0 1 2(101 2 2 T(9) 1 2(1-0)-l 2 r
r

Choose Pif

a > I-'b .4 3 a > 3b- 2

Choose P£i

a < I -A-4 3 a < 3b- 2

S.

%.
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